
 

tl;dr (includes examples-more if it will matter) 

ADD NODE STOP Serial Message 

The first issue to “One and DONE” is that as the node discovery process comes to an end, the “Add Node Stop” serial message is sent twice.  The first time has a 
callback ID, so a response from the node is returned to the binding.  The second time there is no callback ID as only a controller response is required (per the 
“Silabs” specification).  However, the “Add Node Stop” serial message is configured to require a response from the node.  What happens is the second message 
‘times out” after five seconds, blocking initialization from proceeding for four seconds of the initial battery device awake duration.  For mains powered devices 
this is not an issue, they wait it out and continue initialization after the message is cancelled.  The battery device gets about 1 second of initialization completed 
before the sleep command (No More Information-NMI) is sent to the device.  Below is an example from my system, but there are many in the forum I can point 
to as well, if necessary. 

 

In this case, ten configuration messages are completed in the remaining one second the device was awake.  Fifty-one messages are required to configure this 
device, so it is about 25% complete when sleep command is sent. 

 

For my test device, shortening the second “Add node Stop” time out to 500ms is sufficient for first pass initialization.  Actually any setting less than 1 second 
should work. However, there are apparently concerns this doomed “add Node Stop” command needs the full 5 seconds to fail. 

Maximum Awake Time & Variable Timer 

This PR has the added feature of a user defined “max awake duration” under the advanced tab on the Controller thing. The default is set at five seconds.  To not 
affect battery life, the timer schedule cycles in one second intervals and the Timer Task checks if the device is DONE at each iteration. Battery life will be 
improved overall versus the current situation.  For instance, on my system most battery devices only need 1 -2 seconds after an OH restart versus the 5 seconds 



provided by the current binding.  I save 3-4 seconds each time. I did also add an INFO log statement if the NMI message is going to be queued and the device is 
not DONE or messages are left in the queue when time expires. This is an actionable message (possibly adjust the cap, so should be at the INFO level. 

Kick Queue Addition 

Another issue is if the battery device does not get far enough along in the initialization it can get “stuck”. Ideally upon reawaking the binding would pick up 
exactly where it left off and finish initialization, but this extract from a forum post #126418 shows a node stuck at the Manufacturer level. 

 

The device is awake with a message, the timer runs for 5 seconds and the “go to Sleep” message is queued. This snippet also shows that the “go to sleep” 
message is not delayed because of a message in the queue, contrary to assertions this won’t happen. 

Here is another one from another forum post at a different initialization stage. 

 

What I observed, after studying these and other logs of “stuck” situations, is that adding the “go to sleep” message to the device message queue kicks off the 
one waiting initialization message before the node goes to sleep. So initialization is proceeding, but just one configuration message per awake period, hence the 
standard forum advice to reawake many, many times. My casual observation is that the initialization has to get to the point of setting the awake internal and 
wake node before it will finish on its own.   

Since the “go to sleep” message restarted the queue, and assuming the Debug message “Transaction SendNextMessage” is a proxy for queue triggering. It 
appears that the KickQueue issued right after the node is awake is sent too soon (248ms in the above log). Since this seems to happen only during initialization, 
maybe other factors are delaying setting the device awake.  Adding a kickQueue at the one second point in the sleep Timer Task solves the problem.  



For a test, I recreated a “stuck” scenario by reverting the “Add Node Stop” and Sleep Timer Task back to the 5 second defaults. With the extra “kick queue” the 
device proceeded to finish initialization after being “stuck” for only 1 second.

 

Note the “Transaction SendNextMessage” at 1ms after the first second. This was my most recent change, so have only had it running a couple of weeks.  


